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I. Introduction

In a recent paper on "The Desirable Rate of Creation of

an International Money" Pasquale Salin advances araong

others some interesting propositions about the effects

of allocation of Special Drawing Rights (SDRs) on in-

flation. Front an analysis of the workings of SDR allo-

cation in a two-country (America versus Europa) model

with fixed exchange rates Salin comes to the following

conclusions: (i) "In the long run neither the rate of

inflation (in Eurcpa) nor the rate of growth of seigniorage

paid (by Europa) are modified by the creation of SDRs."

"As soon as asset equilibrium is reached , SDR allocation

at the satne growth rate as dollar creation does not have

any additional constant inflationary effect... Dut there

exists a once-for all inflationary effect due to the

2)
introduction of SDRs..." (ii) "In the short run,

SDR creation is inflationary (in Europa) and must be

inflationary, and a constant rate of growth of SDRs

(higher than the rate of growth of other reserve com-

ponerits) induces a variable rate of inflation (in Europa)."

The purpose of this paper is twofold. Firstly, we want to

demonstrate that Salin's conclusions about inflationary

consequences of SDR allocation do not hold and do not

follow from his analysis. The allocation of SDRs, sharply

to be differentiated from the use of SDRs, is not infla-

tionary, neither in the long run nor in the short run,
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never mind what the rate of growth of SDR creation is ,

Secondly, we want to carry the analysis further ahead

by taking into account the use of SDRs, that is the

exchange of SDRs for key-currency or for foreign re-

sources.The use of SDRs, indeed, may have inflationary

consequences.

It will be conveniant to organize our presentation as

follows: We will start with a brief outline of Salin1s

model and his results (section II). Next, we will give

an analysis of SDR allocation within a reformulated

Version of Salin's model (section III). It will be

followed by a section on the effects of an home-made

inflation (section IV) because this will permit to

demonstrate what the essence of Salin's analysis reall>

is. Thereafter we will trace the effects of the use

of SDRs on the System (section V). The final section

sumraarizes our main results.
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II. Outline of Salin's Analysis

Salin bases his analysis on a two-country world in which

exchange rates are fixed and prices are fully flexible.

It is assumed that the national currency of one country,

called America, is the key-currency and the only inter-

national liquid asset. So the world lives with a pure

dollar Standard. It is furtber assumed as a starting

point that in long-run equilibrium America hns a balance

of payments deficit of constant real value. The rest of the

world is the second country, called Europa.

For Europa a constant relationship between the quantity

of money (M) and the monetary base (B) is assumed

( 1 ) M = k B

(o) dM 1 . d B ]
K ' dt M "dt B

In the long run, the income velocity of money can be

assumed to be constant; so we have

( 3) dM 1 dP 1 dy_ 1 E E
v:>; dt M dt P dt y " "

where y is real income, P the general level of prices, TT

the rate of inflation (in Europa), and p' the real rate of

growth (in Europa).

From (2) and (3) follows

/ . \ dB 1 «n»E E
(4) dt B = ^ +P



Equation (4) shows that in the long run for given n the

European rate of inflation depends on the growth rate of

the monetary base. Assuming that the base is not expanded

via acquiring domestic assets and disregarding net capital

flows between Europa and America, the growth of the

mo-netary base is determined by Europa' s trade surplus

(5) dB DA A r,
dt = x p (t) y (t) - m p

where x is the American marginal propensity to import,

m the European marginal propensity to import,P a the

American price level, and y^ the American real income;

x and m are assumed to be constant in the long run.

From (k) and (5) we find

( 6 )ir E

This equation gives us the equilibrium rate of inflation

in Europa for given values of p , p and Tf' •

Now let us introduce SDRs. The SDRs to be analyzed here

are a fiat international money created and allocated

gratis; they are held by central banks and cannöt be

sold on the private market. Note that theSDRs here are

not identical in every respect with the SüRs of the

present world . " The main assumption is that SDRs

and dollars are perfect substitutes in official reserves

as liquidity means and (source) components of the mone-

tary base." 5
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Salin assumes that SDRs are allocated to Europa only.

If B denotes dollar reserves, B^ SDRs allocated and B

all other components, the European monetary base is

(7) B = B. + B? + B_

Assume with Salin that B = 0 , " in order to make the

equations simpler", then one has

(8) B2 = 0

(7a) B =

Next define a ratio q of B to B and differentiate

(9)

( 1 0 )

q l

dq

d t

=

1

B

1

1

q i

dB„

" dl2

1

B 3

dB 1 _
1 g = 1 _ -

dt 1

T and T are the growth rates of B and B respectively.

Then, from equations (l), (7a) and (9) one gets

(11) M = k (4 + qt) B1

Differentiating and using (3) gives

(i2)irE + p
E = ̂  ± = T 1 +

 dc^i i *ir dt M 1 d T- qi T7q^

This is the basic equation from \̂ rhich Salin derives his

conclusions about the long-run and the short-run effects

of SDR allocation on the European inflation rate as follows
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ln the long run, when a desired ratio of SDRs to dollar

reserves is reached, q is constant aml hence (dq /dt) is

zero. Then it follows from equation (10) that T = T ,
fr p

from equation (12) that Tf + P = T , and from equation

(6) that TTA + p A = T . Hence, "for pE, "|fA and pA given,

the long-run inflation rate of Europa iw not modified by

its allowance of SDRs."

In the short run, that is during the transitory period

from the Situation before the first SDR allocation until

the Situation where the long-run desired q is reached, '

the consequences appear to be different. During the

transitory period Europa has to build up Stocks of

allocatedSDRs such that q increases. Thus, Salin con-

cludes from equations (10) and (12): " If SDRs grow at

a constant rate, higher than T , in this transitory stage,

q is increasing and dq /dt is positive, and (dq /dt)(l/q )

is positive and constant... Thus, the inflation rate in

Europa is higher, the higher the q is. A constant rate

of change in the q -ratio is inflationary and at an

7)increasing rate". "It may... be stressed that, in the

transitory period, SDRs are necessarily inflationary.

The higher T_ is , the higher "ft will be , but the quicker

the attainment of the desired q will be."

Finally, it should be noted that Salin's analysis is based

on the remarkable assumption that the international agency

responsible for SDR creation creates SDRs during the

transitory period "at a higher rate than the long-run

equilibrium one".
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III. Analysis of SDR Allocation

In this section we present an analysis the results of

which contradict Salin's conclusions. Later we will explain

why Salin did not arrive at our results. Let us start with

a discussion of the techniques of SDR allocation.

1. SDR Allocation and Monetary üase

How do the SDRs ailocated to a country like Europa enter

its monetary system? Consider the following simplified

balance-sheet of a European central bank before any SDR

allocation:

Balance-Sheet I

Dollar-Reserves

Assuming that the central bank does not hold any domestic

assets and liabilities, the monetary base consists on the

sources side solely of B , that is of dollar reserves

gained from past trade surpluses with the rest of the

world. ün the uses side the monetary base consists of

European currency held by banks and the public.

Now, assume SDRs are created and aJlocated to Europa.

These SDRs, intendc-d to Supplement the dollar reserves

as international liquid assets,clearly are assets for

the European central bank and therefore appear on the

asset's side of its balance»sheet, B„ , (see balance-sheet II)
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Despite these SDRs are

Balance-Sheet II

B

Dollar Reserves

B

Base Money

B3

SDRs

B2

Contra-Entry
SDRs

not allocated on a credit base, that is, despite Europa

receives the SDRs as a donation without taking any liability

9)
of repayment, simple bookkeeping rules require the central

bank to put a contra-entry of equal amount on the liabilities'

side of the balance-sheet. If we derive the monetary base

from the balance-sheet, we get

B = B

We find tT>at the introduction of SDRs into the System does

not affect the monetary base of Europa because the resulting

positive source component B will automatically be matched

by the negative source component B , the contra-entry to

SDRs allocated. In this respect, SDRs allocated really are

"dead" assets. In addition we find that the sum of remaining

source components, B ,(besides B and B ) is not equal to

zero due to the necessity of a contra-entry to D?. However,

we can raake B equal to zero, if we assume that the central
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Balance-Shnet III

B

Dollar-Reserves

B

Domestic Assets

B

Base Monev

B_

SDRs

B

Contra-Entry SDRs

bank purchases domestic assets, B^ , equal in amount to the

contra-entry to SDRs allocated. Then we have Bo = B and

hence Bo = 0. But note that under these circumstances the

base will be increased by an amount equal to the domestic

assets purchased.

From a comparison of the three different situations described

by the above balance -sheets we can conclude: Firstly, the

allocation of SDRs to a country does not change its existing

monetary base in any way. Secomlly, correct book-keeping

shows that in the case of SDR allocations the suni of

rer.aining source components , represented by Uo , will only

be zero (Salin's assumption) , if and orijy if the central

bank acquires a net amount of domestic assets which equalizes

the value of the stock of JiDRs allocated , measured in European

currency.

2. A General J'iodel

The model we are presenting here essentia.Uy is Salin's model
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but it will be formul.nted in a more general way so that we

will be enabled to derive a correct solution of the SDR-

allocation case and to evaluate the specific solution

derived by Salin.

In our model we use the equations (l) to (5) stated above

with the following modification. In the trade-balance

equation (5) dB is replaced by dB , the rate of change

of dollar reserves accruing from international trade. This

modification is required because in a general formulation

we have to take into consideration additional source com-

ponents of the base besides the dollar reserves accruing

from international trade. We introduce a formulation of

the base identity which eXplicitly states all those source

components which might be of interest for the purposes of

our analysis,

(13) B = D! + B3 * B 2 + B 2

where ß1 are dollar reserves, B the SDRs allocated, B „

2the contra-entry to SDKs allocated, and H net domestic

assets .

Next we define in addition to the ratio q„ (see equations

(9) and (10) above) the following ratios

(IM 4 = 4B

(15) qg

Different

(16)

xatxn

d q 2
dt

g

_1

q2

gxves

dB

dt

1
2

B2

dB

dT
rp 1

2



•• . - 1 1 -

(17) f^2 - - 2 . = dB2 2 '. . d B
t 1 = T 2 - T

d t q 2 ~ d t ^ Ö | d~r B i 2 a

1 2 3 2
where T and T are the growth r a t e s of Bo and Bn r espec t ive ly .

Frora ( l ) , (13), (9 ) , (1^) and (15) we get the following

equation for the money stock

( 1 8 ) M = k ( 1 + qt .-• q * + q 2 )

Differentiating and using (3) gives

(19) yf * pE - f i . t , + ^ 1 i
r dt >i 1 d q

. 1 1 1
d q2 ~1 ., q 2
dt q2

• •

, 2 •c l c lo JL
r -^ 2

Equation (19) is a more general fbrrr.ulation of Salin's equation

(l2) and will serve us as the basic equation in our following

discussions.

3. The Pure SDR-Allocation Gase

In order to bring out the fundamental properties of SDR

allocation let us assume that the European central bank does

not hold any domestic assets or domestic liabilities; then

(20) B 2 = 0

There are SDRs allocated t'.o Europa, which enter the balance-

Ssheet of the central bank on the assets1 side, B^, and which
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require an identical contra-entry on the liabilities' side,

BQ. Hence, we have

(21) B, = Bo
1

3

(20) and (21) imply

(22) q2 = 0 and

(23) q, = 4

It follows that in the pure SDR-Allocation case the money

stock equation (l8) is reduced to

(18.1) M = k B

Thus equation (19) takes the form

( 19.1) "̂  + P = dt M = Tl

What can we conclüde from this solution? Our major con-

clusion is that the allocation of SDRs to Europa by itself

does not have any effect at all on the European inflation

rate, 7T , because the European monetary base and the money

stock in no way are affected by SDR allocation.

This conclusion is valid, irrespective whether one is

concerned with the long run or the short run; therefore ,

it clearly conflicts with Salin's conclusion that "SDRs

are necessarily inflationary," during the transitory period

between two long-run equilibrium situations. Why Salin

arrived at this wrong conclusion we will explain in the

next section. But before moving on we wish to emphasize

not only that SDR allocation by itself is not inflationary

but, moreover, that also the rate of growth of SDR allocac:



is of no relevance in this respect. It may take any value

without changing our result. Any rate of growth of SDR

allocation is consistent with solution (l9»l)i for the

simple reason that any increase in SDR allocation to Europa

automatically will be matched by a corresponding increase

of the contra-entry in the balance-sheet of the European

central bank. And what is true for Europa, by the way, is

equally true for any other country incJuding America. As

long as SDRs are allocated but not used, that is sold in

exchange for foreign currency or foreign goods , they are

"dead" assets.

Therefore, in the pure SDR-allocation case we necessarily

are driven to the same conclusion as in the case of a pure

E A

dollar-standard regime: Given J> and n the European in-

flation rate depends in equilibrium on the American inflation

rate (equation 6 ) , and this equilibrium will not be disturbed

by SDR allocation.

IV. Analysis of IIome-Made Inflation

1. The General Gase

We drop now the assumption that the European central bank

does not acquire domestic assets in excess of domestic

equation (20)J , hence, B^ and q_ are different

from zero and positive. However, we continue to assume that

SDRs are allocated to Europa and are not used, so equations

(21) and (23) hold.

In this case equation (l8) takes the form

(18.2.1) M = k ( 1 + q2 ) B



and consequently (19) becomes

+ qo

What we find is that the growth rate of the European money
•p

supply and - for given ö - the European inflation rate

depend as before on the growth rate of dollar reserves,

T , but in addition on the growth rate of the ratio of

2
net domestic assets to dollar reserves, q„, weighted with

2 , 2 2a factor q ' / ( 1 + q^). Given T any increase in q via
cli £ X £•

2
T_ will raise the growth rate of the European money supply

and the European rate of Inflation. This is the classic

case of an home-made inflation.

In the long run such an home-made inflation could not be

maint ainecäby Europa. The System would turn to a new

2
equilibrium, when q reaches a desired level, so that

2 2
(dqo/ dt) (l/q ) = 0. This implies tVmt the European

central bank cut.s back the growth of net domestic assets

acquired to its former level. Roth source components,

the dollar reserves find net domestic assets , would again

grow at the same rate, (T^ = T ) . Consequently, in

the new long-run equilibrium agfiin equation (6) would hold,

stating that in the last analysis the American rate of in-

flation determines the European rate of inflation.

In the short run, however, during the transitory period

before a new long-run equilibrium position oJ the kind

described is reached, we would have an home-made inflation

in Europa. The European inflation rate would be higher thati
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before , and via the deteriorating trade balance it also

would induce a higher inflation rate in America. In order

to reach a new desired long>»run value of q^, this ratio must

2 2be raised, ( dqo/dt) ( l/qQ ) 2> 0. This implies that in the short

run the European central bank acquires net domestic assets

at a growth rate higher than the rate of dollar accruals ,

2 2T S> T . The more T exceeds T , the more the European in-
t£ x £-> 1

flation rate would be pushed up, as can be seen from

equation ( 15.2.1). The process induces a declining of T

which in turn will contribute to arrive more rapidly at
2

the long-run q_ desired and to shorten the transitory period

before a new equilibrium is reached.

2. A Special Case (The Gase of Salin)

In his analysis of the role of SDR allocation Salin assumes

B , the sum of source components of the base other than

dollar reserves and SDRs, to be zero " in order to make

the equations simpler". However, in analyzing the pure SDR-

allocation case we have seen that it is not obvious that BQ

can be assumed to be zero; in any case there is the necessary

contra-entry to SDR allocation which somehow has to be taken

into account. In fact, it may be this simplifying assumption

which easily induces one to overlook how SDRs enter the

System.

Nevertheless, we also have seen that Salin's assumption

can be justified, if one is prepared to make a very specicil

assumption of the following kind: The European central bank

for unknown reasons (because she just likes to) increases

the monetary base by acquiring domestic assets exactly in
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such an amount that the contra-entry to SDR allocation always

is matched (see balance-sheet III above). In this Special case

the source component B is zero and is composed of B , the contra-

2
entry, and B_, net domestic assets purchased.

Then we have

(2k) Bn = B
2 - B* = 0

(25) B* = B

This implies

(26) 4 = q2

In addition, because of SDR allocation, equation (23) ho.lds

(23) 4 = ql

1 2It follows that in this Special case the ratios q , q and qo

are identical and equal to plus one. This gives us the unusual

choice to formulate two differently dressed solutions of our

System.

i

For instance, if we cancel out q9 and q1 in equation (l8),

we will get the following solution

( 1 9 . 2 . 2 ) E E f I dA± ^

This solution, indeed, is exactly our equation (19.2.1) derived

above which describes the general case of an home-made infla-

tion in Europa. The conclusions derivable are the same as in

the general case, except for one modification. This is the

condition that the European central bank, because she just

likes to, deliberately holds her acquisition of net domestic
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assets in line with SDR allocation, T" = T . Nevertheless, one

cannot escape from the conclusion that it is this acquisition

of domestic assets and not the SDR allocation which inflates

the base and the economy.

2 1On the other hand, we might cancel out q and q0 in equation

(iß). This would give us an alternative

(.9.2.3) T T E - / = f S = T 1 + ^ i I ^1

formulation, namely the one presented by Salin 1 see equation

(12)1. If we take this equation by its face we easily are

driven to Salin's conclusions concerning the effects of SDR

allocation. However, as we now know from our analysis above,

the appearence of the ratio q in this formulation maSks the

true driving force. The driving force is not SDR allocation

but is the policy of purchasing domestic assets, the extent

of which is tied to the extent of SDR allocation by the

12)Chance of a curious decxsion of the European central bank.

V. Analysis of the Use of SDRs

We have seen that the allocation of SDRs as such is not

inflationary. However, the use of SDRs may be. To use SDRs

means that the European central bank sells SDRs to the

American central bank in exchange for dollars. Now, the

dollars received in turn can be used differently. They

may either serve as a means sitnply to increase the level

of dollar reserves above the level given by the equilibrium

surplus in international trade. ür they may be used to

compensate for absolute or relative losses of dolJar re-



serves under the regime of an home-made inflation in Europa

These two cases have to be differentiated.

1. Pure Use of SÜRs

Assurne the European central bank prefers to possess dollars

instead of SDRs, for one or another reason, and the

American central bank is ready to accept the SDRs for a

fixed price.

Before the exchange of SDRs is carried out, the monetary

base of Europa, B , is given by equation (13)

(.3) B E = B j E
+ B 3

E - B f • B f

where the dollar reserves accruing frorn international trade

are described by B . Remember that the SDR holdings, B^ ,

1Eso far are equal to the contra-entry, B . Now, if a certain

amount of SDRs is sold to America, R„ will be reduced while

new dollar reserves are gained which we will denote by

2EB . Then the base is given by

(27) BE = B\E + B f + B® - B ^ + U f

where B~ + B = B . The reduction of SDR holdings leads

to an equal increase in total dollar reserves. Therefore,

while the composition of sources of the European monetary

base is changed by the use of SDRs, the total amount of

the base is not. If we cancel out the compensating sources

of the base, i.e. the SDR holdings, the contra-entry, and

the dollars received for SDRs sold, we find

(27a) BE = Bl
lE

 + B
2 E

that the European base and its rate of change are determir.ed
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by the development of international trade and by the central

bank's policy of acquiring domestic assets.

Mutatis mutandis, the same is true for America. Assuming

that there is no money creating commeicial banking System

the monetary base hold by the American public is given by

(28) B A = B 2 A - B;
1A

£* 1

where B^ denotes net domestic assets acquired by the central

1A
bank and B the liabilities to Europa due to international

trade. If the American central bank buys SDRs from Europa

in exchange for newly created dollars, the base of America

is

(28.a) BA = B 2 A - B\A + B
A - B ^

£ 1A
where B_ are the SDRs received and Bo the dollars given to

j '-

Europa. Note that the monetary base of America is not changed

by this Operation because B' and B9 cancel out

2. Use of SDRs and Home-Made Inflation

An home-made inflation in Europa leads first to relative and

later to absolute' losses of dollar reserves and cannot be

maintained in the long run, eis we have seen in section IV.

While the use of SDRs as such is not inflationary because it

cannot change the amount of base money available to the

European public as well as to the American public, it would

on the other hand, permit Europa to prolong an home-made

inflation. The dollars received in exchange for SDRs could

be used to Cover for some time the trade deficit finally

emerging. With regard to this the use of SDRs can be viewed

to be inflationary despite it is not the driving force of

inflation. Then the question ist, how long can Europo inaintain
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its home-made inflation with the help of SDRs exchanged

for dollar reserves?

Let us start from an equilibrium Situation given by

(6) TTE + pE p

which in our model implies

(29) >
E = äA

"\E \ A
where AT and A T are the rates of growth of the monetary

base in Europa and in America respectively. In equilibrium

the rates of growth of B ", B ' , B , and B are equal

to h-r and Aj . When Europa starts an home-made inflation

by raising Ap , the rate of growth of B , above its

equilibrium level *h will increase and so will the rate

E E
of inflation in Europa, IT , for given ö . Due to the

increase of Tf the growth rate of the European trade sur-

*\ 1Eplus and hence h , the rate of growth of dollar reserves

accruing from international trade, will start declining

and in the course of the process eventually become nega-

tive. Thus, the inflationary policy of Europa will result

in increasing losses of dollar reserves and thereby also

induce a higher rate of inflation in America for unchanged

ftn , the growth rate of the acquisitiön of domestic assets

by the American central bank. If SDRs allocated to

Europa are not used, Europa will be förced to end her

inflationary policy when her dollar reserves are used up ,

at the latest. On the other hand, if SDRs are used, this

will not add to inflation but it will permit to continue

the inflation policy
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Assume the exogenously given rate of growth of SDR allocation

to Europa,ß , to be equal to the newly chosen European growth

rate of acquisition of domestic assets, A o,-p • The value of A

determines the longer-run maximum value of the growth rate

of dollar reserves attainable by Europa via the use of SDRs,

•v 2E
A t*T. Now, we know that during the whole transitory process -

*\ 2A °\ A

for unchanged A2 - "the monetary growth rate of America, A™ ,

will be above its initial equilibrium level but below the

transitory monetary growth rate of Europa, A™ ,

A T ^ fl^

Assuming unchanged marginal propensities to import for America

as well as for Europa throughout the paper, it follows that

the rate of growth of European imports, A~» i-s determined

_ P
by Arp and is higher than the rate of growth of European

, \ X , • , • , . • j - u \ A 16 )

exports, n , which xs determined by A T .

Thus, we have

and consequently a rate of growth of the European trade

deficit, reflected by fi1T and by fi^" as well, which is

\ E

higher than A™- In addition, we can derive that the more

the gap between ^„ and fi' is narrowing, the more A' will

decline in response. We also know that the longer Europa

is able to maintain her inflationary acquisition of domestic

assets, Aox (with ^ ^ > ^ ), the more A^ w ü l approach
•« 2E
A orf.« and the more the American monetary rate of growth,

}{rp , - which increasingly becomes dominated by A.̂ , - will

approach Â p. In the limit one might expect the growth. rates

to converge such that A would become equal to A "1" and



would become equal to these rates. As a resu.lt , one might

he led to the conclusion that Europa could maintain her

inflationary policy if the longor-run maximum growth rate

of dollar reserves attainable through the use of SDRs, de-

termined by f{ , is equal to ol" higher than ^ ^ , the infla-

tionary growth rate of acquisition of domestic assets as ciiosen

by the European central bank. However, to riraw such a con-

clusion would in addition require to make an assumption

about the initial level of SDR allocation of the followin.c;

kind : The cumulated surn of SDR all ocations to Europa over

the period from the start of SDR allocation, t = to , to

the final Situation, t = tn , where A™ reacb.es fl ̂ has to be

equal to or higher than the cumulated sum of dollar reserve

losses by Europa over the fractional time period. from the

Situation where the original dollar reserves of Europa

resulting from former trade surpluses had been used up,

t = t , to the final Situation t = t •» So, the required

additional assumption would be

t = tn t = t
n n

d SDR dt 1A
d B 1 T dt

J

t = to t = t

which seems to be rather Special.

In any case, we find that the existence and use of SDRs will

enable Europa to maintain a deliberately chosen inflationary

policy for a longer period of time than would be possible

without SDRs at hand. The length of the time period gained

for such a policy depends on the marginal proponsities to

import in Europa and in America, on the relative strengt!"
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o.f I C u r o p a ' s I n f l a t i o n p o ] i c y ;.\ s m e a s u r e d hy t h e d i r f e r o n c e

"\ 2 E ~\ 2 A
A O T ~ ^ O T ' o n the longer-run maximum rate of growth of

dollar reserves attainable by Europa via the exchange of

SDRs, A^rpi which depends on h , and finally on the initial

stock of SDRs allocated to Europa. The 1ower the relative

strength of Europa's inflationary policy and the higher A

as well as the initial stock of SDRs allocated, the longer

Europa will be able to maintain an home-made Inflation for

given marginal propensiti.es to import.

It is a well known fact that by running an home-made

inflation a country can change the terras of trade to its

own credit under the regime of a dollar Standard. Mutatis

mutandis this also is true for a dollar-SDR Standard. Europa

will be the more able to change the terms of trade to her own

credit, the more SDRs are allocated to her. For America it

is difficult to escape from this unfavourable consequence

of the SDR sclieme; there are only two ways for escape. Oi;o

is that America retracts the scheine by simply refusing

acceptance of SURs; then we were back at the dollar Stan-

dard. The second way of escape open to America is to avoid

the gap A o'p ~ n O T ^ V continously adjusting her growth path

of acquisition of domestic assets to that chosen by Europa.

However, this would not only mean for Amorica to accept the

bürden of a higher Inflation but also to give up the autonomy

ot its monetary policy.
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VI. Concluding Remarks

The analysis of the role and consequences of SDR creation

has to differentiate between the allocation and the use of

SDRs. Allocation of SDRs changes the composition of the

sources1 side of a country1s monetary base but it does

not change thejvolüme of the base or its growth path.

Therefore, pure allocation of SDRs at whatever rate of

growth has no inflationary consequences. If SDRs are not

used they serve no other purpose than window-dressing in

that they permit to display higher Stocks of international

liquid assets than otherwise possible.

Window-dressing certainly is not the only purpose of the

SDR scheine. SDRs can be used to obtain national currency

of the key-currency cour.try from other countries. This

again has no inflationary consequences because such

operations change the composition of the monetary bases

of the countries concerned but not volumes and growth

paths of the bases. Allocation and use of SDRs as such are

cosmetic operations with no relevance for the economies

of the countries engaged.

However, this is not the whole SDR story. The avaiiability

of SDRs may have a "liberalizing" in.fluence or. domestic

policies of some countries, especially on their monetary

poiicies. These countries may be induced to use the addi-

tional margin, gained by the use of SDRs, to run home-

made inflations for a longer time than would be possible

under a pure dollar Standard; With regard to this the use
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of SDRs may have inflationary consequences despite it has to

be streösed that even then the use of SDRs is not the driving

force of inflation.

Under the regime of a dollar-SDR Standard non-key currency

countries by using SDRs are put in a position to change the

terms of trade to their credit to a greater extent than would

be possible under a dollar Standard. In order to minimize

such shifts of the terms of trade the key-currency country

would either have to see to a holding down of the growth

rate of SDR allocation or to engage in a competition of in-

flation. In both cases the autonomy of monetary policy of the

key currency country is impaired.
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Footnotes

1) Paper prepared for the "Third Konstanz Seminar on Monetary

Theory and Monetary Policy", Konstanz 1972.

2) and J>) P. Salin, op.cit. , p.l8

3) Ibid, p.10

4) For a description of the present System see F. Machlup,

Remaking the International Monetary System - The Rio

Agreement and Beyond;Baltimore 1968.

5) P. Salin, op.cit., p.10

6) Ibid., p.11

7) Ibid., p.15

8) Ibid. , p.16

9) The SDR creation reminds one on the Friedmanian helicopter

money. However, the Friedmanian helicopter money adds to

the existing money supply because it is hastily collected

by members of the Community; SDRs do not add to the money

supply because they can be collected by central banks only.

10) See for instance the official balance-sheets of the

Deutsche Bundesbank and the Osterreichische National-

bank in their respective annual reports.

11) The same would result, although in a different equilibrium

Position, if the European central bank would not care

2
about the ratio q but continue her inflationary policy

untii her dollar reserves are used up due to the growing

2
trade deficit. Europa would have to reriuce TQ to the former

level, thereby giving way for the settlement of a new

equilibrium. ün the other hand , it is clear that alter-
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natively a new disequilibrium path, this time a def1ationary

2
one, could be chosen by reducing T„ below the initial

equilibrium level, In any case, the home-made inflation

could not be maintained in the long run.

12) Note that the European central bank took this decision

in order to help Salin in simplifying hi.s equations.

13) For instance, the bank may view dollars to be more

secure assets than SDRs .

ik) Therefore1 neither SDR allocations to America nor the

acceptance of SDRs in exchange for dollars require America

to start a neutralization policy, as considered by Salin.

See Salin, op.cit., p.15.

1 F 1 A
15) Note that then the signs of B and B. in equations

(27) and (28.a) will change,

16) See equation (5).


